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Frequently asked questions by the media as to the excommunication of the Ahmadiyya in 1974 reveal the underlying reasons for the Pakistani Government’s actions. Perhaps,
the best explanation of the British Government’s position and the motivations behind it lies in the unambiguous explanation given by then foreign secretary Douglas
Henderson in Parliament during the debate of the question raised by the member for Croydon (Mr. David Ennals):[10] “Hitherto the Government had tolerated and indeed had
known and accepted that the Ahmadiyya community was not a formal part of the Jamaat Islami. But the Government no longer accepted that view. The Government felt that
the policy adopted by the Jamaat Islami was a dangerous one for British interests and British nationals. It had previously been decided that the Jamaat Islami should be
prohibited as a whole. The Government are now convinced that the Ahmadiyya Movement is very different. The American Government have said that the Ahmadiyya
movement was their most courageous and effective opponent in the field of civil liberties and an indication of the success of their policy.” When the Pakistan Government
decided to ban the Ahmadiyya community, the fundamental reason for this may have been the desire to publicly show that they were stronger in Islamic political matters than
the Jamaat and the Ahmadiyya. As President Zia-ul-Haq once stated, “If Muslims of the world believe that Islam will not progress without an Islamic polity and that it is a shame
to see that an Islamic polity is struggling within the state, then the solution is to be found outside the state”. While this understanding of the need to be a force in Islamic
politics permeated his entire administration, it is widely believed that the passing of the 1974 proclamation was due to the latter part of the quote above.
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khutbat-e-akbari or institutes of akbar is a persian book written by abul fazl in 1590, who was akbars wazir. it consists of details about the condition of administration of the
mughal empire under the rule of emperor akbar. in 1855, sir syed ahmad khan revised it in urdu and published an extraordinary, difficult and well-researched piece. foreign

words of hindi, sanskrit, arabic and persian were brought out. he put light on the successful government, rules and regulations, services, taxes, trade, social customs and
literature etc of akbars reign. according to european scholars, this book by sir syed enjoys immense historical value. you can download urdu pdf books, english pdf books &lots
ofmore pdf booksfrom this site on yourpc/mobile deviceto read or can read it online, this file can be downloaded from the link below. this file is pdf format supported & can also
be read-only from the same download link. all books files on thisblog/websiteare uploaded ongoogle drivewhich is very secure as its thegoogle ownfile storage service. so feel
free to click the link without any risk to download or read the file. he also gained experience of life and served as a judge at different courts in the punjab. in 1848, he came

into contact with the founder of the ahmadiyya movement, mirza ghulam ahmad, while he was working as a court judge. he soon became a prominent figure in the ahmadiyya
movement and the movement was subsequently named after him as the khilafat (mission). he was appointed to the supreme position of the khilafat, and later as the first

president of the ahmadiyya muslim community. 5ec8ef588b
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